Network meeting of the
ESB Austrian Chapter

May 14./15. 2020
Paracelsus Medical Private University
Jörg Rehn Auditorium, house C
Strubergasse 21, 5020 Salzburg

Organizer:
University Institute for Biomechanics
Paracelsus Medical Private University
Prof. Dr. Peter Augat
The Austrian National Chapter of ESB was successfully inaugurated on 1 October 2015. Our goal is to promote research, disseminate knowledge and encourage progress in biomechanics.

**PROGRAM – PREVIEW**

- Participants from research, education and industry
- Scientific Lectures
- General Assembly of the ESB
- Austrian Chapters Social-Events

**GET INVOLVED!**

You would like to present your research work or your institute? You have ideas for workshops or working groups within the ESB Austrian Chapter? Then send us your contribution (max. 100 words, deadline: 15.3.2020) and register now:  
https://forms.gle/rWrLvvxSSa1xmUKA6

**CONTACT**

PMU Salzburg  
Institute for Biomechanics  
Phone: +49 (0)8841 / 48 4563  
Fax: +49 (0)8841 / 48 4573  
Email: ESB-Austria@bgu-murnau.de